The first chapter provides an overview of the SAP Build environment including its functionality, navigation, learning, and other broad topics. Then, the second chapter walks you through the creation of a new project which is used to manage the prototype, related assets, user studies, and more.
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Chapter 3
Exploring SAP Build

Our journey beings with a high-level tour of the SAP Build solution to gain familiarity with available components and resources. In this chapter, we’ll visit all of the major solution areas to understand their purpose and relationship to other solution components.

SAP Build incorporates a robust set of tools, accelerators, and educational resources designed to support design-led development (DLD) initiatives driven by digital transformations.

The purpose of this chapter is to provide you a high-level overview of the major components to develop a foundation for using the solution in the following chapters. We’ll review each component area’s capabilities and context within the overall DLD process.

Note
Some functionality in SAP Build is not available in the trial edition.

3.1 Navigation

After logging in using a new account, SAP Build presents the page shown in Figure 3.1. The WORKSPACE page is opened by default.
Primary navigation to SAP Build components is available in the menu bar displayed at the top of the page as shown in Figure 3.2. The major components of SAP Build include the following:

- **WORKSPACE**
  Access prototyping projects and studies.

- **GALLERY**
  Template projects that you can view for inspiration and clone for accelerated prototyping.

- **LEARNING**
  Access information on DLD, including design guidelines and educational resources.

- **SERVICES**
  Access information about SAP user experience (UX) design services.

- **BLOG**
  Read current announcements, best practices, and communications from the SAP Build team.

- **COMMUNITY**
  Discuss ideas with the SAP Build community.

- **Search**
  Quick searching across project, gallery, learning, community, and blog content.

In addition, at the top-right corner of the screen, you’ll find the search icon for quick searching of project, gallery, learning, and community content, as well as access to your account settings and online help.

Figure 3.2 Top Menu for Primary Navigation

Note
The TOUR menu item is available while on the Gallery page and in the footer.
3.2 Workspace

The workspace provides access to multiple functions and learning assets to help you get started. To access the workspace, select WORKSPACE from the top menu.

When you first log in to a newly created account, the workspace appears as shown earlier in Figure 3.1. The first section in the workspace displays active projects. For a new account, the message **You have no projects yet** is displayed because you haven’t yet created a project. Below this message, you’ll see various options to create a new project such as starting a project from scratch or cloning an existing app from the gallery. Chapter 4 walks you through the creation of a new project using these options.

For an existing account with previously created projects, the WORKSPACE page appears similar to that shown in Figure 3.3.

![Figure 3.3 Workspace Page for an Active Account](image)

3.4 Gallery

The Learning section follows the Projects section and presents a subset of available Learning Cards, which provide quick access to specific educational topics. You can select one of the displayed Learning Cards, or select **SEE ALL LEARNING CARDS** to review all available cards. More detail on Learning Cards is available in Section 3.5.1.

The D-Gate design browser section provides access to design gates used in the design thinking process.

3.3 Tour

When on the GALLERY page, the TOUR option becomes available on the top menu. The TOUR page provides a high-level overview designed to assist you in understanding the power of SAP Build.

**Note**

The TOUR menu item is available while on the Gallery page and in the footer.

3.4 Gallery

The GALLERY page provides access to an ever-growing set of template projects created by SAP and the SAP Build community that you can view and clone for accelerated prototyping. To access the gallery, select GALLERY from the top menu. The GALLERY page appears as shown in Figure 3.4.

Before starting a new prototyping project, it’s recommended to first review the gallery to determine if an existing template can meet all or some of your prototype requirements. Using templates from the gallery can accelerate your prototyping efforts.

Templates with the highest number of views are displayed in tiles as shown in Figure 3.4. To see additional templates, scroll to the bottom of the page and select VIEW MORE.

If you already have an idea for the type of template you need, you can enter search terms in the Search gallery field at the top of the page. Enter the search term (e.g., “store”), and press **Enter**.
For each individual tile, the upper section of the tile displays a graphical preview of the template. The lower section displays community-driven details about the template (Figure 3.5):

- **Views**
  This metric denotes the number of times the template has been viewed by the community.

- **Likes**
  This metric denotes the number of likes given to the template by the community.

- **Clones**
  This metric denotes the number of times the template has been cloned by the community to use as the start of a prototyping project.

By hovering your mouse over a tile, the tile will display additional information about the template, including a short description, relevant hashtags, and when the template was published (see Figure 3.6).

### 3.5 Learning

Creating beautiful prototypes begins with understanding the fundamentals of great design. To access the Learning Center, select **LEARNING** from the top menu.

As shown in Figure 3.7, Learning Center provides access to easily consumable expertise from design experts in the area of DLD. Select **See it In Action** for a video overview of DLD.
The Learning Center provides two primary methods of exploration:

- **Learning Cards**
  Learning Cards include examples, templates, and steps for specific DLD topics.

- **Courses**
  Comprehensive online education around broader design thinking topic areas are available as immersive, multiweek courses.

---

3.5 Learning

3.5.1 Learning Cards

Learning Cards provide essential elements to assist you in learning the specific core competencies of DLD. Each Learning Card provides examples, templates, and videos around a focused topic.

Primary access to Learning Cards is available through the Discover–Design–Develop process diagram as shown in Figure 3.8. To review available Learning Cards for a specific step, click on the desired node on the diagram (e.g., **SCOPE**). The selected node changes to red, and available Learning Card details are displayed below the diagram as shown in Figure 3.9.

---

Figure 3.7 SAP Build Learning Center

Now, let’s take a closer look at both of these methods.
Learning Card to open the details page for that card. See Section 3.5.1 for information on the Learning Card details page.

To view relevant Learning Cards for the next step in the Discover–Design–Develop process, select Next Step. To view relevant Learning Cards for the previous step in the process, select Previous Step. You may also select any node in the Discover–Design–Develop process diagram to move directly to that step.

After selecting a Learning Card from the Learning Center, the Learning Card detail page opens (see Figure 3.10).

As shown in Figure 3.10, the Learning Card details page displays additional information about the selected Learning Card:

- **Header**
  The header displays the Learning Card title and metrics, including number of views and number of likes by the community.

- **Your commitment**
  Time and project requirements for learning the selected topic are displayed here.

- **Toolkit**
  The toolkit provides recommendations for additional learning topics that are relevant to the Learning Card.

- **Description and video**
  A description and video about the Learning Card are provided here.

- **Execution steps**
  A list is provided of required steps to execute the learning objective.

- **Comments**
  Comments include community discussions about the Learning Card.

- **Next in your learning**
  SAP Build provides a recommendation for the next Learning Card to review.

While no specific flow is required to use a Learning Card, it’s recommended to start by reviewing the description, video, and execution steps. Next, review the toolkit to determine if the proposed resources can be used for your project.

### 3.5.2 Courses

Some topics require deeper learning objectives that go beyond Learning Cards. The Courses section provides tiles that link to recommended external courses to develop your expertise around DLD. Most of these courses are hosted by openSAP, an innovative learning platform that delivers education as Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs). openSAP is separate from SAP Build and requires separate registration. You can visit openSAP at https://open.sap.com.

Recommended courses are display as tiles in the Courses section. Each tile includes a name and description of the course. Select the course from the list of relevant courses by simply clicking on the desired tile. Courses open in a new window or browser depending on your individual browser settings. To see all available courses, select Load All Courses.
3.6 Services

SAP Build provides a robust set of tools and resources for DLD, but some projects require the assistance of industry design professionals. The SERVICES page provides details about SAP UX design services, including information about available offerings and how to engage these professionals in your project.

Figure 3.11 SAP Build Services

To access services, select SERVICES from the top menu. As shown in Figure 3.11, the SERVICES page displays the following:

- **Services overview**
  The overview provides a summary of available UX design services.

- **Customer references**
  Selected customer references are presented as selectable tiles that open reference pages on the SAP Design Services website.

- **UX value calculator**
  The value calculator assists you in developing a value-based business case for UX improvement.

- **AppHaus**
  Learn more about AppHaus, which is a creative space for engaging in design thinking exercises and workshops.

- **Contacting SAP UX design services**
  Use these quick links for reaching out to the design services team.

Many customers use the UX design and value calculator services to obtain expert support in developing a UX strategy and supporting business case.

3.6.1 User Experience Design Services

SAP UX design experts assist a wide variety of customers to realize UX improvements. Available services include offerings such as the advisory service, realization service, and innovation service. Services are designed as modular offerings, and you can use as few, or as many, services as needed for your projects.

To review an overview of SAP UX design services, select the Play icon on the video displayed on the right side of the page. You can also download a complete document of service offerings by selecting DOWNLOAD OUR COMPLETE SERVICES PORTFOLIO.

Frequently used service offerings are displayed under Services overview. Each offering provides a brief summary and, when selected, opens a new page on the SAP Design Services website with additional details.

3.6.2 User Experience Value Calculator

Many organizations find it difficult to calculate the value of improving UX. The User Experience Value Calculator provides estimates around the potential cost savings enabled by SAP UX innovations.
To open the UX Value Calculator, select **TRY OUR USER EXPERIENCE VALUE CALCULATOR**. A new window opens displaying the value calculator (see Figure 3.12). Because the calculator isn’t a component of SAP Build, it isn’t covered in this book, but additional information and help are available on the website.

![SAP UX Value Calculator](image1)

**Figure 3.12** SAP UX Value Calculator

### 3.7 Blog

The blog provides access to essential information provided directly by the SAP Build team such as product announcements, release notes, operational updates, helpful tips and tricks, and more as shown in Figure 3.13. To access the blog, select **BLOG** from the top menu. As is common in SAP Build, blog content is presented as tiles containing the title, author, publish date (relative to today’s date) and a summary of the blog. Recent and highly relevant blogs are displayed on the page. To view the complete blog entry, select the desired blog. To see additional blogs, select **VIEW MORE** below the blog tiles.

![SAP Build Blog](image2)

**Figure 3.13** SAP Build Blog

### 3.8 Community

The community provides an open forum to share ideas, participate in discussions, and obtain feedback from the broader SAP Build community. To access the community, select **COMMUNITY** from the top menu.
A typical view of the COMMUNITY page is shown in Figure 3.14, but content on the page changes frequently. Anyone may review the discussions, but a SAP Build account is required to participate. Discussions are categorized into related topics such as TOOLS, GALLERY, and LEARNING. The most recently updated discussions are shown for each topic. To see additional discussions for a topic, select VIEW MORE.

To see a complete discussion thread, select the discussion title. SAP Build opens a new page that displays the complete discussion thread (see Figure 3.15). The last update to the discussion is shown directly below the title followed by the original discussion entry and the original posting date.

To add a new comment to the thread, enter text into the Write comment field. You may optionally attach images by selecting Attach images or by dragging and dropping images from your file system into the comment field. Select SEND when ready to post.

You may also reply directly to discussion comments from other users in the discussion. Select REPLY within the desired comment, and follow the preceding instructions for posting a reply to a specific comment.

The Search function enables quick searching across project, gallery, learning, blog, and community content within SAP Build. To access the search box, select the magnifying glass icon from the top-right corner of the screen (see Figure 3.16).
The search function uses dynamic search functionality. As you type your terms into the search field, SAP Build presents a list of relevant topics as shown in Figure 3.17. To assist you with finding the correct information, results are grouped by content types such as BLOG, COMMUNITY, or LEARNING. For each grouping displayed, select Show to open a page that shows complete search results for that group.

3.10 Account

Access to account settings in SAP Build is provided through the account icon shown in the top-right corner of the screen. Letters in the account icon correspond to the initials from your name defined when you registered for SAP Build. Selecting the account icon displays the account settings menus shown in Figure 3.18. The following options are available:

- **User Profile**
  Access your individual account settings.

- **Help**
  Open official SAP Build documentation in a new window.

- **Log out**
  Terminate your SAP Build session.

Individual profile settings are available through the user profile page. As shown in Figure 3.19, the user profile enables you to change personal contact information, add a photo, manage your organization, and choose the type of communications allowed from SAP Build.

After updating your profile, select SAVE to update your profile or CANCEL to discard any changes.
3.11 Bottom Menu

Links to additional resources are available at the bottom of each page in SAP Build. Available links may change depending on the page, as shown in Figure 3.20 and Figure 3.21:

- Access to SAP Build tools
- Solution documentation
- How to connect with the SAP Build team (e.g., Twitter, email)
- External websites (e.g., sap.com)
- Legal information (e.g., LEGAL DISCLOSURE, PRIVACY, COPYRIGHT, TERMS OF USE)

Figure 3.20 Additional Resources for Workspace Page

Figure 3.21 Additional Resources for Gallery, Learning, Services, Blog, and Community Pages

3.12 Summary

In this chapter, we completed a high-level tour of the major components in SAP Build and learned how each area supports the DLD process.

Now that you’re familiar with the major areas within SAP Build, let’s get hands-on with the tool. In the next chapter, you’ll create a new project from scratch and also learn how to clone an existing project to begin prototyping even faster. You’ll also learn how to manage projects using the project cockpit.
Chapter 4

Creating a New Project

Application development and usage is changing throughout organizations. Users are requiring more complex and robust features alongside a simplified user experience, which is forcing IT and developers to rethink how they prototype and develop new applications.

The speed in which business users are consuming data through in-house developed applications is growing within organizations, which is putting a heavy load on IT departments and their developers. To ensure success without rework and redevelopment, a set of foundational guidelines must be imposed during the application development lifecycle. A new application prototype, regardless of how it’s developed, will have increased chances of success under a set of conditions with the following characteristics:

- Early collaboration between the user who will be consuming the application and the developers
- A clear avenue for communication between all of the stakeholders in the project
- An agile prototyping and development platform
- Clear feedback on the prototype that enables developers to take quick action and remediation

Traditionally, new development pursuits get hung up on one of these areas, and SAP Build has been designed to alleviate those gaps. In this chapter, explains the different ways to create new prototypes, helps you navigate the project cockpit, and provides a step-by-step guide on creating a new project. You can search the gallery for existing projects to consume as a template or create a new project from scratch.

4.1 Clone a Project from the Gallery

SAP Build comes with access to a growing gallery of premade project templates. These templates are designed, created, and uploaded to the SAP Build gallery by developers
within the SAP Build community, as well as SAP developers. Project templates are created with a specific goal or audience in mind. They are created and categorized by the following:

- Line of business, such as finance or supply chain
- End user who will be consuming the application, such as a business analyst
- An overall organizational goal, such as safety
- A combination of these

If you hover your cursor over any of the template thumbnails, more information will appear to help you choose which template is right for your project.

To search existing projects in the gallery by a keyword, line of business, or other relevant term, use the search bar above the default set of projects on the GALLERY landing page:

1. Navigate to the GALLERY tab on the top menu, as shown in Figure 4.1.

2. Enter a relevant term for the project you want to create (like Inventory, Supply Chain, Products, etc.), as shown in Figure 4.2.

3. When you find the appropriate project, click on the project to open it as shown in Figure 4.3.

4. Click CLONE to clone the project to your project list.

Figure 4.1 Search Box on the Gallery Landing Page

Figure 4.2 Results of a Gallery Search

Figure 4.3 Open a Project in the Gallery
Another way to clone a project template to your personal project workspace involves these steps:

1. Navigate to the GALLERY tab at the top menu to open the landing page, as shown in Figure 4.4.

2. Select the project template that is appropriate for your new prototype as shown in Figure 4.5. After you open a new template, you can interact with the template’s key features and navigational abilities as shown in Figure 4.6. This gives the development teams a lead into working with the business users to better solidify the key
business processes that will be incorporated into the application—even before any development has been started.

Figure 4.5  Sample Project Template

4.1 Clone a Project from the Gallery

Figure 4.6  Interacting with a Project Template
3. When a project template has been decided on and agreed on by the development team and the business users, click CLONE, and the project will be copied and moved into your personal Projects folder as shown in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8.

![Figure 4.7 A Successfully Cloned Project](image1)

4.2 Creating a New Project

Developers may also choose to create a new project instead of cloning an existing template. This gives the development team and business users full access to the look, feel, and operations of their application.

4.2.1 Creating a New Project in the SAP Build Desktop Client

To create a new project, follow these steps:

1. Click NEW PROJECT in the upper-right corner of the Projects section of the landing page as shown in Figure 4.9. A new user will not see existing projects in their workspace.

![Figure 4.9 Project Landing Page with the New Project Button](image2)

2. Specify if you want to CREATE NEW PROJECT from scratch or if you want to clone an existing application from the gallery, which we discussed previously (see Figure 4.10).

![Figure 4.10 Options for Creating a New SAP Build Project](image3)

3. You can click on SEE FULL GALLERY if you want to browse the gallery instead of creating a new project from scratch.
4. Selecting CREATE NEW PROJECT will bring you to a screen where you’ll need to enter a name for your project as well as a description of the project.
5. After you enter a name and description for your new project and click CREATE PROJECT, you’ll be given the following set of options on how to begin the prototyping process:
   - **CREATE A PERSONA**: This option allows you to create multiple personas to represent your end-user group as a single entity to help you throughout all of your design decisions.
   - **START PROTOTYPING**: This option allows you to move forward with your prototype canvas.
   - **CREATE A STUDY**: This option creates a new feedback study that enables your users to interact with your prototype.
   - **UPLOAD FILES**: This option enables you to upload files, such as images, data files, and icons, to your prototype to be used throughout your design. We’ll discuss working with files throughout Chapter 5 and Chapter 9.
   - **INVITE TEAM**: This option lets you invite team members to collaborate with you on your new prototype.

6. Selecting **CREATE A PERSONA** enables you to create the profile of the individual or group of users who will be consuming the application (see Figure 4.11). A completed persona is shown in Figure 4.12.

![Figure 4.11 Blank Template for Creating a Persona within Your Prototype](image1)

![Figure 4.12 Completed Persona within an SAP Build Project](image2)
7. Selecting **START PROTOTYPING** will bring you to a list of page templates to choose from. These pages are specifically designed with an end goal in mind. Choose from the following page templates:

- **Freestyle**: This page type gives you full access to freely modify a prototype on an empty canvas. However, this page type only supports one device.
- **Responsive**: Similar to the Freestyle page, this page template gives you an empty canvas to prototype on. However, this page supports multiple devices and uses auto-arranged controls.
- **Object Page**: This page type is used to create, display, and edit simple or complex objects. It also enables you to create anchor and tab navigation.
- **Worklist**: This page is used when a list of items is displayed for processing, approval, and so on. The end user can then navigate in and around these items to create prioritizations.
- **SAP Screen Personas Template**: This page type enables you to import the project into SAP Screen Personas 3.0.
- **Master Detail**: This page type enables you to design with a master page and detail page type interaction. It limits navigation between detail pages and master pages.
- **Smart Template List Report**: This page type enables you to use multfilter mechanisms with large item lists and allows the end user to take action on selected items.
- **Smart Template Overview Page**: This page type enables you to create one-page prototypes such as scorecards using filters for your content and data.
- **List Report (Sneak preview of new features)**: This page type allows for dialog triggers or popovers in tables, custom columns, and new object pages with additional features.
- **Launchpad (Sneak preview of new features)**: This page type enables you to create prototypes on a simulated SAP Fiori launchpad while linking prototypes to tiles. These tiles are automatically arranged and positioned.

**Note**

Click on the **LEARN MORE** icon within each page tile to learn more about when to use each page type along with examples of how they are used.

8. Clicking the **SELECT** button on the **Freestyle** page adds a new page to the project that is ready for editing as shown in Figure 4.13.

![Figure 4.13 A New Freestyle Page Added to the Project](image)

9. Clicking on the **EDIT PAGE** button brings you into the editor. We’ll discuss working with the UI editor in Chapter 5.

10. Selecting **Create a study** will enable you to create a feedback study to send to the stakeholders of this prototype as shown in Figure 4.14. They will be able to interact with your prototype, provide feedback, and ask questions. We’ll discuss feedback studies in greater detail in Chapter 12.

11. Selecting **Upload Files** allows you to upload images, buttons, and data files to your prototype project as shown in Figure 4.15. An example of an image is a picture taken of a whiteboarding session between the development teams and business users.
4.2 Creating a New Project

12. Selecting Invite Team provides you with a window to enter in email addresses of the key team members and stakeholders with whom you want to share your project (Figure 4.16).

4.2.2 Creating a Project from a Mobile Device

In addition to creating a new project using the SAP Build desktop client, you can use your mobile device to create a new project and upload images using your smartphone’s image library or camera.

To create a new project from your mobile device, log in to your SAP Build account, as shown in Figure 4.17.
Creating a New Project

Tap the + PROJECT button, or select an existing prototype from the dropdown menu. To upload new images, tap the UPLOAD IMAGES button, and your smartphone options will appear as shown in Figure 4.18. When you log in to SAP Build on a computer, you’ll be able to see your new project with the images you uploaded via your smartphone.

Figure 4.17 SAP Build Logon from a Mobile Device

Figure 4.18 Uploading a Picture Using Your Smartphone

4.3 Project Cockpit

The SAP Build project cockpit consists of many parts, including the navigation panel, the Persona list, the prototype Page Map, the Feedback Study list, the Invite team option, and action buttons. We’ll go into each of these in more detail next.

4.3.1 Navigation Panel

The navigation panel consists of a link back to your WORKSPACE, a link to your prototype that you currently have open (My New Prototype), and a Project dropdown list that gives you quick access to the prototype, feedback studies, and all files that are associated with this prototype (see Figure 4.19).

Figure 4.19 Navigation Panel

Clicking on the PROTOTYPE link brings you to your prototype’s page map where you can interact with your existing prototype pages, create new pages, preview your prototype on your local workstation or mobile device, collaborate with other users, and share your prototype with others, as shown in Figure 4.20.

Figure 4.20 Your Prototype’s Page Map
Clicking on the Feedback link brings you to your list of Feedback studies where you can interact with any existing studies and create new ones (see Figure 4.21).

![Image of Feedback study list with one active study](image)

**Figure 4.21** List of Feedback Studies

Clicking on the FILES link lets you interact with the existing files that have been associated with your prototype. In addition, you can upload new files to your prototype by clicking on the Upload icon next to the Sort By option shown in Figure 4.22.

Clicking on the Upload files icon opens a search window to help you navigate through your local workstation for the files you need.

After you select the files, a status box appears showing you the status of the files you’re uploading (see Figure 4.23).

![Image of file upload status](image)

**Figure 4.22** Files Associated with Your Prototype

**Figure 4.23** File Upload Status
4.3.2 Persona List
The Persona list consists of existing personas you've created, and lets you create new ones, as shown in Figure 4.24.

Figure 4.24 Persona List in the Project Cockpit

Clicking on GO TO PERSONA opens the existing persona (see Figure 4.25) we created previously (refer to Figure 4.12) in this chapter.

Figure 4.25 Existing Persona

Clicking on the NEW PERSONA button enables you to create a new persona that is associated with your prototype, as shown in Figure 4.26.

Figure 4.26 New Persona Creation Page

4.3.3 Prototype Page Map
The page map organizes your prototype's pages by letting you see how the pages are related and how the user may interact with them by showing you the connections between the pages (see Figure 4.27 and Figure 4.28).

Figure 4.27 A Prototype Page Map with a Single Page
Clicking on an individual page opens the editor, as shown in Figure 4.29, which we’ll talk about in Chapter 6.

Clicking on **GO TO PAGE MAP** brings you to an overview of your prototype’s pages along with the associated connections, as shown in Figure 4.30.

4.3.4 Feedback Studies

Below the page map is where you see, organize, and interact with the feedback studies associated with your prototype, as shown in Figure 4.31.
From the Feedback section of the cockpit, you can open existing studies, show all studies, and create a new study.

Clicking on a study opens the items associated with that study such as the overview (participation and completed requests), previous feedback comments, study questions, and the participants that were involved in past feedback studies (see Figure 4.32).

Clicking on Create New Study allows you to start a new feedback study for your prototype, as shown in Figure 4.34.

Clicking on Show all studies shows you every study associated with the prototype, including those that are active, inactive, and still in draft (see Figure 4.33).
4.3.5 Invite Team

The INVITE TEAM option lets you invite team members to collaborate on your prototype, including feedback studies, as shown in Figure 4.35 and Figure 4.36.

![Figure 4.35 Invite Team for Collaboration](image)

4.3.6 Action Buttons

At the bottom of the cockpit, there are action buttons that let you duplicate, export, archive, and delete your prototype (see Figure 4.37):

- **DUPLICATE**
  This button lets you copy your prototype to be used as a template for future prototypes. All project artifacts will be duplicated.

- **EXPORT**
  This button lets you export your prototype to be used in design environments such as SAP Web Integrated Development Environment (SAP Web IDE), allowing you to turn your prototype into a working application. Exporting a prototype doesn’t include feedback studies.

- **ARCHIVE**
  This button lets you save and “finalize” your prototype. After you archive your project, you can’t make changes to it.

- **DELETE**
  This button lets you permanently delete a project.

![Figure 4.37 Action Buttons](image)

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, you learned how to use the gallery to start a new prototyping project using a prebuilt template from the SAP Build community, how to search the gallery and interact with the gallery templates, how to navigate and interact with the project cockpit, and how to build new projects from scratch using the different features of the solution such as file uploads and feedback studies.

In the next chapter, you’ll learn how to manage pages and files, including when to use each type of page, and we’ll dive deeper into the page map.
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